Fan Video Solution

The pictures clue chapter titles from the popular fan fiction Harry Potter and the Methods of Rationality (HPMOR), while the audio are quotes from various chapters of the fan fiction My Immortal (MI), which is famous for its poor writing.

Using the chapter number from My Immortal, we can index into the chapter title from HPMOR (clued on the last page). Then we can substitute these letters into the final string of numbers based on their clip number (lower left of each clip) to get the clue phrase WHAT Z STANDS FOR IN HARRY POTTER POEM A MARY SUE ALPHABET, which is a popular fan-written Harry Potter poem. In it, Z stands for ZULIEKHA.

(A/N: One purpose of this puzzle was to make you read My Immortal to your team. We had a lot of fun doing it during puzzle writing and testing, so hopefully you enjoyed it too! In fact, it was probably faster to simply read My Immortal to find the quotes rather than jumping around with ctrl+F because they were in order.)